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Abstract

Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM), ded-
icated optical paths, high speed switches, and high speed
routers are giving rise to networks with plentiful bandwidth
in the core. In such networks, bottlenecks and congestion
are concentrated at the edge and at end nodes.

We study how end nodes should efficiently and fairly
manage capacity across multiple sessions with finite and
unknown demands in such lambda networks. We show that
it does not provide a sound solution by simply applying
previous switch-based rate allocation schemes in ATM net-
works to the end nodes in lambda networks. We then com-
pare two end-node based rate allocation schemes in such
network environments. First, the end-node based distrib-
uted rate allocation algorithm [23] which is the heart of the
Group Transport Protocol (GTP) [21, 22]. The algorithm
allocates rates based on local information, and discovers
the desired session rates. Second, a modified end-point only
version of XCP [15] which moves the XCP router functions
into end nodes (endpointXCP).

Using ns2 simulations, we compare GTP, endpointXCP,
and two variants of TCP (New Reno and Highspeed
TCP [8]) for high speed networks. We investigate conver-
gence, efficiency, stability, and fairness behavior in lambda
networks with high capacity, various round-trip times, and
various traffic demands. Our results show that within the
first 100 round-trip time, the TCP variants do not deliver
the available network capacity. In addition, both GTP and
endpointXCP deliver high throughput, endpointXCP fails
to deliver the full max-min allocation to large users in some
cases. In contrast, GTP supports high speed flows, leading
to max-min fair allocation to all flows.

1 Introduction

Continuing advances in optical transmission are driving

rapid increases in feasible network bandwidths at densi-

ties of over a terabit per optical fiber for both metro and

long haul networks. A key driver is dense wavelength divi-

sion multiplexing (DWDM) which allows each optical fiber

to carry hundreds of lambdas (i.e. wavelengths) of 10 or

40 Gbps. These capabilities are being used to build high-

speed traditional shared, routed internet networks, private

dark fiber networks [17, 10], and based on new technolo-

gies for dynamic configuration, dynamic private lambda

networks. Examples of these dynamic private networks

include LambdaGrid [7] , OptIPuter [20], CANARIE [1],

Netherlight [3], NAREGI [2], etc.).

Our research focuses in particular on networks where

sets of high-speed private optical paths are constructed

dynamically, forming a high-performance private network

(e.g. the OptIPuter [20]). In such networks, the network

bandwidth in the core of lambdas is high, matching or ex-

ceeding the speeds at which endpoints can source or sink

network traffic. In short, the network of lambdas provides

high bandwidth, very low loss packet communication. We

call these high speed, private networks “lambda networks.”

We make the following assumptions when modeling

lambda networks.

1. With plentiful network bandwidth provided by private,

dynamically configured lambdas, the network has no

internal congestion. As a result, no detailed modeling

of network internals is required. The rate control and

allocation problem is reduced to efficient and fair shar-

ing of source and sink capacities amongst the traffic

sessions.

2. Each source and sink node has explicit knowledge

of its capacity, usually determined by its network in-

terface speed, local packet processing capacity or a

shared link nearby. This information provides a budget

for each node to allocate across its sessions.

3. Each session has a desired rate – the peak rate it can

move data. The desired rate can be also interpreted as

the maximum data handling speed of the applications

using the network. The desired rate of each session is

unknown to its source and sink, and can vary with time.
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As end nodes become bottlenecks in lambda networks

with plentiful bandwidth, we study how end nodes should

manage their capacity across multiple sessions. Each end

node needs to allocate its capacity based on incomplete in-

formation: local session status and approximations of ses-

sion desired rates. This approach differs in two important

ways from that addressed by session-based schemes (e.g.,

TCP and its variants [13, 8, 9, 24]). First, TCP and vari-

ants all manage single flows, providing rate and congestion

control functionalities. They do not explicitly consider in-

teractions amongst flows. Second, TCP and variants gen-

erally assume shared networks with internal congestion, so

they focus on managing congestive packet loss within the

network, not at the endpoints.

Achieving high-performance bulk data transfer has been

a long standing research challenge for communication on

high-bandwidth long-delay links. Other than session-based

schemes described above, router or switch assisted ap-

proaches allocate router or switch capacity to its associ-

ated flows and feedback control signals based on traffic

load or queueing delay. Such approaches include switch-

based rate allocation schemes for ABR traffic in ATM net-

works [11, 6, 12] and router-assisted rate control schemes

in IP networks (e.g., XCP [15]). We need to investigate

whether such switch or router-based rate allocation schemes

can be directly applied to perform end-node based rate allo-

cation in lambda networks.

In this paper, we first formulate the end-node based rate

allocation problem for lambda networks. We then com-

pare three end-node based rate allocation approaches. First,

schemes by applying to end nodes previous ”flow mark-

ing” max-min fair rate allocation schemes for ABR traffic

in ATM networks. Second, the end-node based distributed

rate allocation algorithm [23] in Group Transport Protocol

(GTP) [21, 22]. Third, a modified end-point only version

of XCP [15] which moves the XCP router functions into

the receiver (endpointXCP).

Our results suggest that previous switch-based rate al-

location schemes for ABR traffic in ATM networks can

not be directly applied as an effective solution. Ns2 sim-

ulations also show that both GTP and endpointXCP make

more efficient utilization of end-node capacities than TCP

alternatives. In addition, XCP leads flows converge quickly

but fails to deliver full max-min allocation to large users in

some cases. In comparison, GTP supports high speed flows

to achieve max-min fair rate allocation among flows.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we describe the end-node based rate alloca-

tion problem and present three different rate allocation ap-

proaches. In Section 3, we present evaluation experiment

results, followed by a summary and discussion.

2 End-node Based Rate Allocation

2.1 The Rate Allocation Problem

Consider a lambda network G with a finite set V of nodes

and a set K of K active sessions. Let set D denote the end-

to-end delay of each active session. Let VS and VR denote

the set of source and sink nodes, respectively. Note that

multiple sessions may start or terminate at the same source

or sink node. Consider a continuous-time model, and let

each session k ∈ K be associated with a desired (peak) rate

Mk. Let xk(t) be the instant rate of session k at time t.
Let x(t) = (x1(t), x2(t), ..., xK(t)) be the rate vector of all

active sessions at time t.
Let each source and sink v ∈ V have a capacity Cv . It

is either the sending or receiving capacity of node v, when

v ∈ VS or v ∈ VR, respectively. Let Kv denote the set of

sessions that node v participates in. Note that in our model

each node v is either a sink or a source node, but not both.

Therefore G(V, C,K,D,M) characterizes an instance of

the bandwidth sharing problem in lambda networks. The

challenge of rate allocation and control in lambda networks

is how to efficiently and fairly share the capacity of each

source and sink among active sessions.

We describe the primary bandwidth sharing objectives

as follows. First, the rate allocation (bandwidth sharing) al-

gorithm should utilize the capacity of each source and sink

efficiently while maintaining feasibility. Second, the rate al-

location algorithm should treat all active sessions fairly. We

adopt Max-min Fairness [5] as the criteria, as it is widely-

used in wired, wireless and optical networks [14, 19, 18].

Max-min fairness maximizes the rates of the sessions with

lower rates, and shares the remaining bandwidth until the

network is fully utilized. Third, the distributed rate alloca-

tion algorithm should converge rapidly, reaching a unique

rate allocation which is max-min fair. Fourth, the algo-

rithm should be adaptive to flow dynamics. For instance,

the rate allocation algorithm should avoid overflowing the

sinks when session desired rates increase.

2.2 Max-min Rate Allocation in Packet
Networks

The rate allocation problem in packet networks has been

widely studied, especially in the context of allocating ATM

switch capacity for ABR traffic. Charny et al. in [6] pro-

poses the Consistent Marking scheme, which is proved to

make session rates converge to the max-min fair rate alloca-

tion. Hou et al. in [12] studies the problem of generalized

max-min rate allocation, which considers each session have

constraints on minimum rate and peak rate. Such rate al-

location schemes let each switch periodically calculate an

advertised rate for each active sessions based on the switch
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capacity, session current rates and minimum and peak rate

constraints. Under such schemes each switch firstly iden-

tifies and marks the constrained sessions, which are likely

bottlenecked by other switches, then set the advertised rate

be the remaining bandwidth over the number of unmarked

sessions.

These schemes can not be directly applied to solve the

end-node based rate allocation problem in lambda net-

works. This is because in lambda networks the network

switches are not bottlenecks and are not modelled. One way

to extend such schemes is to move switch functions in such

schemes to end nodes (sources and sinks). However, this is

not a good solution for the problem we study for the follow-

ing reasons:

First, previous works (e.g. [12]) assume explicit knowl-

edge about session minimum and peak rate constraints.

However, in the problem we study the session desired rate

(peak rate) is unknown to end nodes and may change over

time. This also suggests that any centralized or coordinated

rate allocation scheme may not be a proper solution due to

the lack of global knowledge.

Second, in most of the schemes described above each

switch sends the same advertised rate to traffic sources. As

a result, sessions with lower desired rate are allowed to send

at a much higher rate immediately upon the increase of their

demands. This will then severely overflow the sinks. We

take a case of multipoint-to-point transfer for example to

further illustrate this. Consider in a lambda network there

are K (K = 4) sources and one sink, each with capacity 1.

As shown in Figure 1, there is one active session between

each source-sink pair. At equilibrium, the session desired

rates, equilibrium rates and advertised rates by applying the

distributed algorithm in [12] are shown in table 3. We see

that each session gets the same advertised rate 0.7 from the

sink. If at any later time the three sessions that have desired

rate 0.1 increase their desired rate to 1, each of them will

start sending at rate 0.7. This will result in an aggregate

traffic of 2.8 at the sink, much higher than its capacity. This

is especially a severe problem on long delay networks as it

will take at least one round trip time for sinks to feedback a

lower advertised rate in this situation. Therefore, when ses-

sion desired rates are unknown, assigning the same rate con-

trol signal to all associated sessions may not work well in

lambda networks. In the following two subsections we de-

scribe two schemes that provide sessions different explicit

rate feedback.

2.3 Distributed Rate Allocation Algo-
rithm in GTP

In [23] we describe the distributed algorithm in GTP,

which only requires local node and actual session behav-

ior to produce max-min fair rate allocation for arbitrary

Session 1, ... , K

Source K

Source 2

Source 1

Sink

Figure 1. A single sink, multiple source topol-
ogy.

Session Session demand Eq. rate adv. rate

1 1 0.7 0.7

2 0.1 0.1 0.7

3 0.1 0.1 0.7

4 0.1 0.1 0.7

Table 1. 4-to-1 transfer

workloads. The proposed algorithm makes end-node based

rate allocation and adaptation at each source and sink node.

Specifically, in each control interval, each sink node allo-

cates its capacity and sets expected rates x̂r
k for each of its

session k, using the status of all sessions terminating at the

same sink:

x̂r(t + 1) = g(x(t)),

where g(·) is the sink rate update function. The expected

rate for each session k, x̂r
k(t + 1), at the sink is then fed

back to the source. Each source node allocates its capacity

to each session in similar fashion. Each source calculates

the expected rate x̂s
k for each of its sessions k ∈ Kv:

x̂s(t + 1) = h(x(t)),

where h(·) is the source rate adaptation function. As the

network operates, the allowed rate for each session k is

the minimum of x̂s
k and x̂r

k. And the actual rate of session

k ∈ K is then determined by the minimum of the expected

source rate x̂s
k, the expected sink rate x̂r

k, and the session

desired rate Mk, formally

xk(t + 1) = min{x̂s(t + 1), x̂r(t + 1),Mk}. (1)

We now take sink node for example to describe the rate

allocation and adaptation scheme in detail. The idea is to

adapt each session’s current rate towards the max-min fair

rate. In general, we try to maximize the session rates for ses-

sions with lower desired rates by considering them earlier.
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More specifically, in each control interval and at each itera-

tion, the end node picks the session with the minimum rate

among its undetermined sessions and assigns expected rates

based on its current rate and the target rate xf . Intuitively,

the target rate approximates the max-min fair allocation of

the remaining capacity over the undetermined sessions. If

the current session rate is less than the target rate xf , we

adapt it toward the target rate, as

x̂k(t + 1) = xk(t) + α(xf − xk(t)),

where α ∈ (0, 1) is the adaptation step size (0 < α < 1),

and xf is determined by the current remaining capacity over

the number of undetermined sessions:

xf =
Cv − ∑

i∈Kv,x̂i(t+1) �=0 xi(t),

|{j|x̂j(t + 1) = 0, j ∈ Kv}| . (2)

We update xf each iteration to reflect the changes in re-

maining capacity. When the minimum session rate of all

undetermined sessions is greater than the target rate xf , we

distribute the remaining bandwidth evenly to the sessions,

assigning each of them the same target rate, as

x̂k(t + 1) = xf , if xk(t) ≤ xf .

Under the scheme above, sessions with minimum rates

are considered first, and their rates are given higher prior-

ity to continue increasing. It only stops increasing when

it is restricted by its peer node or desired rate, or reaches

the target rate. In the last case, the target rate is actually

Cv/|Kv|, a fair share of bandwidth when no sessions are

limited by their desired rates or the peer nodes.

The source algorithm calculates source expected rates in

fashion similar to the sink algorithm. Then the actual send-

ing rate of a session can be calculated by Eq. 1.

Formal descriptions of the sink and source node algo-

rithms, as well as formal proofs of its convergence and sta-

bility properties, can be found in [23].

2.4 endpointXCP

The Explicit Control Protocol (XCP) [15] is a novel

transport protocol which decouples efficiency control from

fairness control and makes each router allocate its capac-

ity to traffic sources periodically. The efficiency con-

troller in XCP uses MIMD to calculate the desired change

of the aggregate traffic rate in a control interval, based

on the persistent queue length and available bandwidth.

MIMD helps to achieve fast convergence and high utiliza-

tion. Then the fairness controller uses AIMD and “capac-

ity shuffle” to compute the increase or decrease amount for

each individual session, which guarantees constrained max-

min fairness [16]. Compared with previous schemes on

router/switch rate allocation, XCP gives different control

feedbacks to various sessions, which is able to avoid the

several overflow case described earlier.

Unmodified XCP is not directly applicable in lambda

networks which often do not include routers, or much less

XCP-enabled routers. To make a fairer comparison, we

modify XCP, creating endpointXCP which moves the router

functions in XCP to the sources and sinks. Each end node

is aware of its capacity and all of the associated sessions,

conduct the same rate allocation and adaptation and rate

feedback defined for XCP router module. This allows us

to investigate whether XCP-like scheme provides a good

solution for the bandwidth sharing problem in lambda net-

works. To distinguish with the original XCP work, we call

the modified scheme endpointXCP.

3 Comparison Studies

We conduct ns [4] simulations to compare GTP, end-

pointXCP, and two TCP variants, TCP NewReno and High-

speed TCP [8] with SACK1. We investigate their ef-

ficiency, convergence and stability, and fairness proper-

ties under various network configurations (multipoint-to-

point and multipoint-to-multipoint) and different session

demands (desired peak rates). The ns simulator version

2.28 is used, and all default parameter values of XCP re-

main unchanged in endpointXCP. Highspeed TCP is con-

figured with window option 8, and max ssthresh is set

to 50.

3.1 Multipoint-to-point Traffic

We first study a simple case where there are five sources

and one sink node. The five sessions have different round-

trip times varied from 10 ms to 90 ms. Each source and sink

node’s capacity is 500 Mbps. We firstly let each session

have infinite desired rate, and the session trajectories under

different protocols are depicted in Figure 2. In comparison,

endpointXCP and GTP are able to achieve full utilization

and fairness within 10 seconds, much higher than TCP vari-

ants. The endpointXCP has the fastest rate to converge.

We then consider the case where sessions have different

desired rates. We let four of the five flows have the same

low desired rate (25 Mbps) and 10 ms RTT. The other ses-

sion’s desired rate is 500 Mbps, and RTT is 50 ms. From

Figure 3 We observe that only endpointXCP and GTP get

high throughput in the first 10 seconds, and only GTP ses-

sions achieve 100% link utilization. The fifth endpointXCP

session can not fully utilize the remaining bandwidth.

To further illustrate this link utilization difference at the

convergence state between GTP and endpointXCP, we con-

struct a scenario in which we let one “fat” session share the

same end node as various number of “thin” peer sessions.

The aggregate desired rate from the “thin” peer sessions
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Figure 2. The 5-to-1 Case: Five sessions have
different round-trip times: 10 ms, 30 ms, 50
ms, 70 ms, 90 ms. The sink capacity is 500
Mbps.

is half of the sink capacity. Figure 4 shows the remain-

ing link capacity utilization of the “fat” session, from which

we see that the utilization ratio of the endpointXCP session

declines when the number of “thin” peer sessions increases.

This is due to the ”bandwidth shuffle” effect of XCP. We

refer to [16] for formal studies on the fairness constraints

of XCP. In comparison, GTP is able to achieve optimized

capacity utilization over various number of peer sessions.

3.2 Many-way Traffic (Network)

We evaluate the convergence properties of endpointXCP

and GTP over a range of network sizes with traffic pat-

terns. Now we show how endpointXCP and GTP behave

in a 16 node lambda network. In such a lambda network,

we let 8 nodes be traffic sources and 8 nodes be sinks. Each

source node has 4 active sessions with randomly selected

sink nodes, as shown in Table 2. The round-trip time is ran-

domly generated between 1 ms and 100 ms, and the node

capacity is 500 Mbps each. We assume infinite session de-

sired rates in this case. Figure 5 shows the trajectories of

endpointXCP and GTP for all 32 sessions. We see that

both endpointXCP and GTP sessions converge to steady

states. However as some of the endpointXCP sessions do

not reach their optimized rates, the aggregated rate from

endpointXCP sessions is 3.41 Gbps, compared with 3.50
Gbps from the max-min fair allocation as GTP achieves.
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Figure 3. The 5-to-1 Case: Five sessions have
different round-trip times: 10 ms, 10 ms, 10
ms, 10 ms, 50 ms. Four sessions have low
desired (peak) rates of 25 Mbps. The sink ca-
pacity is 500Mbps.
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Figure 4. Comparison between endpointXCP
and GTP: The link utilization of one “fat” ses-
sion while sharing with different number of
“thin” peer sessions.

Four highest sessions rates from endpointXCP and GTP are

listed in table 3. This also shows that even though all the

desired session rates are infinite in this case, endpointXCP

may not achieve max-min fairness in certain complex net-

worked scenarios.

To show the convergence properties of GTP for large net-

works, we define a distance metric between the current rate

vector x(t) and the max-min fair equilibrium x∗ (calculated

for example by the global algorithm in [23]). Experiment-
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Source Sink Source Sink

1 1, 2, 2, 7 5 1, 3, 4, 5

2 1, 2, 3, 4 6 2, 2, 3, 4

3 2, 3, 4, 4 7 2, 5, 8, 8

4 3, 4, 4, 8 8 1, 4, 5, 6

Table 2. Connections between sources and
sinks
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Figure 5. The trajectories of 32 sessions of
endpointXCP and GTP in a randomly gen-
erated asynchronous 16-node network case.
The RTT between each source and sink
is randomly distributed between 1ms and
100ms.

ing with various distance metrics, we find one that works

well is the 2-norm distance, defined as:

D(t) =
[ K∑

i=1

(xi(t) − x∗
i )

2
]1/2

.

Therefore in the equilibrium state, we have D = 0. Figure 6

plots the 2-norm distances over time of the 30 GTP testing

cases for randomly generated 128 node lambda-networks.

In this case each node has the same link capacity which is

normalized to 1. We see that although the initial distance

varies due to different initial states, the GTP distributed al-

gorithm causes the distance to decrease quickly, reaching

equilibrium in 6 seconds.

Session rate of XCP (Mbps) rate of GTP (Mbps)

1 192.6 214.2

2 177.7 203.5

3 173.9 174.0

4 166.9 174.0

Table 3. Comparison between XCP and GTP:
Four highest sessions rates
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Figure 6. Network 2-norm distance for 30 test
cases, 128 node network with 512 GTP ses-
sions.

4 Conclusion

In lambda networks with plentiful bandwidth in the core,

bottlenecks and congestion are concentrated at the edge

and at end nodes. We formulated the rate control prob-

lem in lambda networks as how end nodes should asyn-

chronously manage their capacity across multiple sessions

with finite and unknown session demands. We compared

three end-node based approaches: schemes by extending

previous switch-based rate allocation schemes, the scheme

that runs XCP control algorithm at end nodes, and the end-

node based algorithm used in GTP. We showed that as ses-

sion demands are unknown and may change over time, it

is not proper to feedback the same rate control signal to

all sessions. Simulation comparisons also showed that two

end-node based approaches, endpointXCP and GTP, deliv-

ered more efficient and fair rate allocation than TCP vari-

ants in lambda network settings. In addition, XCP con-

verged fast but failed to deliver full max-min allocation to

large users in some cases. In comparison, GTP supported

high speed flows by achieving max-min fair rate allocation

among flows.
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